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Please read this instruction manual carefully to ensure the correct and safe use of Joyoung

unmanned blender Soybean milk machine.

This product is for home use only.

Pay special attention to "note" (pages 08-09)

Spare parts list

Coffee strainer Measuring glass Cleaning brush
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Product introduction

研磨腔盖（可拆） Grinding chamber cover (removable)

研磨腔 Grinding chamber

开盖按钮 Open cover button

操作界面 Operating interface

余水盒 Residual water box

出浆嘴 Slurry outlet

接浆杯 Receiving cup

蒸汽盖 Steam cover

刀片 Blade

水箱 Water tank

机体 Body

电源线及插头 Power cord and plug



1.LED Time/Capacity Display 7. Classic menu selection button

2. Status display 8. Clean the key and press it for a long time to

enter maintenance.

3. Reservation button 9. Classic menu

4. Nourishing Menu 10. Capacity Selection Button

5. Start/Cancel Key 11. Abnormal prompt (red light shows

abnormal)

6. Nourishing menu selection button



Client APP

Scan the body two-dimensional code and associate with intelligent equipment.

Open WeChat to scan, scan the body two-dimensional code, and follow the prompts on the mobile

phone screen.

The machine can perform firmware upgrade remotely. During the upgrade process, the operation

interface is unresponsive and the machine cannot enter the making process. After the upgrade is

completed, the machine resumes normal operation.

Operation guide

1. Add ingredients and water

Open the grinding chamber and add food materials (the "nourishing" is made of material bags,

and the "classic menu" please add food materials according to the instruction amount); Open the

water tank and add water (be sure to use purified water) above the water level of the required

making quantity. Close the grinding chamber cover and the water tank cover and place the

receiving cup.

2. Menu selection

Touch and press the button of "nourishing" or "classic menu" to select the required menu, which

will flash after selection. Each time, the menu switches from left to right (when making coffee, be

sure to place the filter screen in the cup). At the beginning, it defaults to the last function used.

3. Capacity Selection

Touch and press the "Capacity" button to select the capacity corresponding to the material package,

and the LED screen will display it.

For each press, the menu switches from 80OmL, 1000mL, 30O0mL, 50OmL in turn (only 500mL

can be selected for financial criticism; After selecting the juice function, no capacity selection is

required).

The default capacity is 500mL.

4. Start making

Touch and press the "Start" button to start making; Within 1 minute, press again to cancel the

current menu making and reselect.

5. Automatic cleaning

After the production is completed, the machine will automatically enter the cleaning program

without starting the "cleaning" button. At this time, please do not take out the remaining water box,

but the receiving cup can be freely taken, and waste water will be poured in time after the cleaning

is completed.

1. For the classic menu, please add ingredients according to the instruction to avoid overflow, jam

of the outlet and poor crushing.

2. When selecting juice function, do not put too much fiber material to avoid jam of the outlet.

3. The coffee filter screen can only be used for coffee functions. Other functions disable the filter

screen to avoid overflow.

Nourishing

In addition to the coffee function on the menu, other functions must be made of material bags.



Classic menu

Function Recipe Food quantity

Dried beans Dried soybean milk

300 ml: 3/10 cup of dried soybean about 25g
500 ml: 2/5 cup of dried soybean about 35g
800 ml: 7/10 cups of dried soybean about 55g
1000 ml: 4/5 cup of dried soybean about 70g

Wet beans Wet soybean milk

300 ml: 2/5 cup soybean (fully soaked) about 30g
500 ml: 1/2 cup soybean (fully soaked) about 40g
800 ml: 7/10 cup soybean (fully soaked) about 55g
1000 ml: 1 cup of soybean (fully soaked) about 80g

Grain
soybean

milk
Rice moistens grain

300 ml: 1/5 cup of dry soybean about 15g and 1/10 cup of
rice about 10g
500 ml.: 3/10 cup of dried soybean about 20g, 3/10 cup of
rice about 20g
800 ml: 2/5 cup of dried soybean about 30g, 2/5 cup of rice
about 30g
1000 ml: 1/2 cup of dry soybean about 40g, 1/2 cup of rice
about 40g

Rice paste Pure rice paste

300 ml: 310 cups of rice about 30g
500 ml: 2/5 cup rice about 50g
800 ml: 3/5 cup rice about 70g
1000 ml: 4/5 cup rice about 80g

Fruit juice
Pear juice 3 cups of pears (peeled, denucleated and diced) about 250g

Strawberry juice Strawberry 3 cups (chopped) about 250g

Coffee Coffee
300mL: 1/5 cup of coffee beans about 15g
500mL: 3/10 cups of coffee beans about 25g



Reservation function

1. Add ingredients and water

Opening the grinding cavity and adding food materials; Open the water tank, add water above

the water level of the required making quantity, close the grinding chamber cover and the water

tank cover, and place the receiving cup.

2. Menu selection

Touch to select the menu you want to make an Reservation. If you do not select, the last

Reservation function will be defaulted.

Wet beans, juice function cannot be reserved.

3. Capacity Selection

Touch "Capacity" and press the key to select the desired capacity, which is 500mL by default.

4. Time selection

Touch "Reservation" to press the key and select the desired time. Each time you press the key, the

time increases by 30 minutes. Reservations can be made for 0.5-24 hours.

When the "Reservation" key 3S is pressed for a long time, the time display will fast forward and

release the key when the required reservation time is reached.

The default is 08: 00, which means making will be completed in 8 hours.

5. Start making

Touch and press the "Start" button to start the countdown; Within 1 minute, press again to cancel

the current menu making and reselect.



Cleaning and maintenance

Cleaning of grinding chamber

1. Menu selection

Touch and press the "Clean" button, and the LED screen will show the time required for cleaning.

2. Start cleaning

Touch and press the "Start" button to start the countdown to cleaning; Within 1 minute, press

again to cancel the current menu making and reselect.

Maintenance

After using for a period of time, oily materials will scale and stain on the grinding chamber and

the blade. A special detergent for soybean milk machine (available online) will be added into the

grinding chamber. Press the "Clean" button for 5 seconds. The LED screen will show the time

required for cleaning, and the machine will perform boundary protection cleaning.



Cleaning

accessories

Residual

water box

Receiving cup and

cup cover

Water

tank

Grinding

chamber cover

Steam cover Coffee

strainer

1. The above 6 accessories can be removed from the machine and washed under the faucet.

2 When the slurry discharge valve is blocked due to too much material, first place the concentrated

test material in the grinding chamber, manually dredge the slurry discharge pipe, and then clean it

according to the "cleaning" function.

3. When using the coffee watching function, after the automatic cleaning is completed, if residue

is found on the steam cover, the grinding chamber cover and the steam cover can be removed and

washed with water.

4. After the machine parts are cleaned, it is recommended to dry them or air dry them and

assemble them into a complete machine and store them in a dry and ventilated place.



Debugging

Fault Reason statement Countermeasures

The indicator light is
not on.

The power cord is not plugged to
the bottom.

Plug the power cord to the bottom

Failure of machine display panel
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

No function program selected
Select the corresponding function

program

The indicator light is
on, and the machine
cannot be replaced.

The water tank is not filled with
water or is not in place.

The water tank is filled with water
to the water level scale line and

placed in place.

Temperature sensing crying or
water level electrode failure

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

The grinding chamber
does not enter water.

Abnormal water pump
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Stupid bottom filter disc blocked
Take out the filter disc from the

bottom of the water tank, clean it
and put it back in its original state.

The motor does not
stop working.

Water entering the machine
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Heating is not stopped. Abnormal temperature sensor
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

No response to key
press

The power-off interval is short and
the system is reset at the end.

Turn off the power for 2 minutes
before using it.

Display panel key failure Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

The ingredients will
not break.

Too many or too few ingredients Add ingredients according to the
requirements of the recipe in the

manual.

Machine body failure Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Error selecting function program Correct Selection of Function
Program

Fault Reason statement Countermeasures

Spill slurry

Error selecting function program
Correct Selection of Function

Program
Too many ingredients or too much

food volume
Add ingredients according to the
recipe in the instruction manual.

Machine body failure
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Paste pot

The grinding chamber is not
cleaned

Clean the grinding chamber
before use.

Too many ingredients are added
Please add ingredients according

to the recipe.

Drink processing time
is too long, others are

Water temperature is too low Use room temperature friends

Error selecting function program Correct Selection of Function



normal Program

The slurry is not
normally discharged

into the slurry receiving
cup.

According to the cup is not in
place

Place the paste receiving mark in
place

The discharge valve itself is
abnormal.

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Waste water is not
discharged into the
residual water box

The remaining water box is not in
place.

Place the remaining water box in
place.

The receiving cup is not in place.
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

The discharge valve itself is
abnormal.

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Abnormal whistle Machine running-in
Occasionally whistle sounds are

normal



Fault code

Error reporting prompt: the digital display tube reports an error indication, all other indicator

lights are off, and the buzzer sounds

Exception code Reason statement Suggested countermeasures

E01 The receiving cup is not in place.
Check whether the receiving

cup is in place

E02
Water is added into the water tank to clean
the water tank at the water level scale line

There is no water in the water
tank or the filter disc at the
bottom of the water tank

blocks the grinding chamber
cover. The grinding chamber
cover is not installed or not in

place.

E03 Bottom filter disc
Check whether the grinding
chamber cover is not tightly

closed

Exception code Reason statement Suggested countermeasures

E04
The remaining water box is not in place or
the waste water in the remaining water box

is not poured clean.

Confirm that the remaining
water box is in place/pour the
waste water in the remaining

water box clean.

E05 Excessive materials overload the motor.
Reduce the amount of
materials, clean up the
machine and rebuild it.

E06
The upper water level electrode is stuck or

too much material is placed.
Clean the electrodes or reduce

the amount of materials.

Exception code Reason statement Suggested countermeasures

E07 Abnormal voltage signal

Check whether the voltage is
lower than 160V or higher
than 260V/ use regulated

power supply.

E08 Abnormal internal communication interface
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

E09 Abnormal internal communication interface
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

E10
Blocking of slurry discharge valve or

foreign matter jam

Clean the slurry discharge
valve or cut off power for

cleaning, or send it to the local
after-sales service department

for maintenance.

E11 Temperature sensor detection circuit failure
Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Exception code Reason statement Suggested countermeasures

E12 Grinding chamber temperature sensor Maintenance by local



detection
Circuit fault

after-sales service department

E13 Flowmeter failure
Maintenance by local

after-sales service department

E14 Zero crossing signal lost
Maintenance by local

after-sales service department

E15
The heating of the pulverizing chamber is

overtime.
Maintenance by local

after-sales service department

Warm Tip: If the problem cannot be solved, do not disassemble the machine without permission,

please send it to the local after-sales service for repair. If the above contents are not in conformity

with the actual object due to the change of model or parts, please take the actual object as the

standard without further notice, please explain in detail!



Matters needing attention

● In order to prevent personal injury and property loss, please observe the following safety

precautions.

Warning

Indicates a potential hazardous situation that

may lead to death or serious injury if not

avoided.

pay attention to

Indicates a potential hazardous situation that

may lead to slight or moderate injury if not

avoided.

It means "forbidden" and cannot be carried out. It means "mandatory" and must be

implemented.



Warning

● This product is not designed for use by people with physical, sensory or mental deficiencies

(including children), or people who lack experience and knowledge. Use this product only if there

is supervision or guidance from people who can ensure their safety. Please be careful not to let

children play with this product.

● Please use a three-socket socket and ensure reliable grounding. Be sure to choose a power outlet

with rated current of 10A and AC voltage of 220V v.

● Be sure to insert the power plug to the end. If it is not fully inserted, it may cause a fire accident

due to electric shock or overheating.

● Do not damage the power cord or power plug or socket. Never do the following to the power

cord: refit, bend, stretch, place at high temperature, place heavy objects on it or bundle them into a

bundle. When the power cord is damaged, please repair or replace it at the designated after-sales

service point in Joyoung.

● Do not use it for purposes other than those stated in the manual.

● Never attempt to modify, disassemble or repair this product automatically.

● Do not immerse the product in water or let the water spray.

● No external force is allowed to act on the outlet to avoid machine damage.

● Prohibit mangoes, licorice and other food materials with too much fiber, so as not to jam the and

damage the machine.

● It is forbidden to place non-self-contained receiving cups in the round groove of the base to

prevent the machine from being damaged due to the interference of the cup mouth with the

operation of the outlet.



pay attention to

● Do not open the lid during making.

● When the room temperature is higher than 30℃, the reservation time should not exceed 12

hours.

● It is strictly prohibited to place the paste cup on open fire or induction cooker for heating.

● making is completed. The temperature of the receiving cup, outlet, grinding chamber and upper

cover of grinding chamber are relatively high. Do not touch them directly by hand.

● Please select the cleaning function in the main interface when there are unmelted food materials

to be discharged from the grinding chamber.

● Please add materials strictly according to the recipe when making drinks.

● Do not cut off power when cleaning automatically.

● During reservation, compared with the standard reservation time, the alarm time after purple

making is normal with slight error and does not affect making quality. (Reserved models only)

● During making, do not forcibly take away the receiving cup.

● Do not drink the beverage if the power is abnormally cut off for more than 30 seconds.

● Be careful that the blade hurts your hand when cleaning and grinding the control manually.

● Please ensure that the remaining water box is in place before automatic cleaning.

● After charging the grinding chamber, please clean up the ingredients around the chamber to

avoid sealing.

● Please use purified water for making.

● Colored food is pulped and may be dyed.

● Never add water to the grinding chamber when making drinks.

● This product is only used in areas below 2000 meters above sea level in mainland China.

● For nuclear ingredients, please go to nuclear making.

● making time will be adjusted automatically according to altitude and voltage. After cleaning,

open the grinding chamber cover and dry the water.

Use tips

● Soymilk must be cooked and drunk. 

● Please drink it as soon as possible after the cooking is finished to maintain the fresh taste. 

● Low-concentration soybean milk or reduced drinking should be selected as appropriate for

infants, people with renal failure and people with weak gastrointestinal function.



Information on food contact materials

Please use this product normally according to the instructions. This product meets the

requirements of the corresponding national food safety standards. The conformity information of

food contact materials and their implementation standards is as follows:

Materials for food contact
Implementation

standard

Compliance with

standards

Metal Aluminium alloy EN601 (heating cup

assembly)
GB4806.9-2016 Qualified

Stainless steel 12Cr17Ni17 (blade) GB 4806.9-2016 Qualified

Stainless steel 14Crl17Ni12 (motor shaft) GB 4806.9-2016 Qualified

Stainless steel 06Cr19Ni1 (screws,

temperature sensors, etc.)
GB 4806.9-2016 Qualified

Plastic AS (water tank, residual water box, etc.) GB 4806.7-2016 Qualified

POM GB4806.7-2016 Qualified

PTFE (moving valve plate) GB 4806.7-2016 Qualified

PPE (reversing valve cover, upper cover

2, cup body, fixing frame, etc.)
GB 4806.7-2016 Qualified

PCTG (cup lid) GB 4806.7-2016 Qualified

Glass High Borosilicate 3.3 (Cup, Glass Cover) GB4806.5-2016 Qualified

Ceramics Ceramic (static valve plate 1, static valve

plate 2)
GB 4806.4-2016 Qualified

Rubber (gaskets, etc.) GB4806.11-2016 Qualified

● This series of products contain the above food contact materials. Some models may not contain

individual materials, and the actual products shall prevail!

Basic parameter

● Rated voltage: 220V

● Rated frequency: 50Hz

Product model
Rated power/
Motor power

Capacity range Net weight
Product size (length ×

width × height)

DJ10R-K1
DJ10E-K61
DJ1OR-K1×

115OW/210W 300mL~1000mL 5.8kg 412mmx165mm×360mm

Usage standard: GB4706.1-2005, GB4706.19-2008, GB4706.30-2008



The use of identification cards for hazardous substances is restricted.

Names and Contents of Harmful Substances

Part name

Harmful substance

Lead
Mercury

(Hg)

Cadmiu

m (Cd)

Six prices

(Cr(VI))

Polybromi

nated

biphenyl

(PBB)

Polybromin

ated

diphenyl

ether

(PBDE)

Rubber parts (gaskets, shaft seals,

etc.)
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Temperature sensor ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Stainless steel structural parts

(steel cup, metal lower cover,

motor shaft, etc.)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Standard parts in contact with

food (cover screws, lock blade

nuts, etc.)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

electrode ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Non-flame retardant plastic

structural parts (shell, decorative

parts, etc.)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

electric heater ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Thermostat ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Other metal structural members

(housings, etc.)
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Flame retardant plastic structural

parts (motor bracket socket, glow

connector, etc.)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ×

Other standard parts (locking

handle screws, etc.)
○ ○ ○ × ○ ○

Motor, power cord, printed circuit

board assembly (PCB, capacitor,

transformer, wire harness, etc.)

× ○ ○ ○ ×

O: Indicates that the content of the harmful substance in all homogeneous materials of the

component is in GB/T26572

Under the prescribed limit.

X: indicates that the content of the toxic and harmful substances in at least one homogeneous

material of the component exceeds the limit requirements specified in GB/T26572. The "x" parts

show that due to the current global technology and technological level restrictions, it is impossible

to completely replace non-environmental protection substances or elements. The following will be

improved gradually with technological improvement.

*: Indicates that only some models contain this part.



Signs of Restricting Use

of Harmful Substances

The environmental protection use limit is 10 years: it means that the

harmful substances contained in this product will not leak or mutate,

and the normal use of this product by users under the conditions

described in the product specification will not cause serious

environmental damage or personal injury. Time limit for serious

damage to property.

Arrow circle mark: indicates that this product can be recycled. After

exceeding the service life or unable to work normally after

maintenance, they should not be discarded. Please hand them over to

regular recycling channels and enterprises qualified to dispose of

discarded electrical and electronic products. For the correct disposal

methods, please refer to the relevant national or local regulations on

disposal of used electrical and electronic products.

● The above marks are required to be implemented according to China's management measures

for the use of harmful substances and its supporting standard SJ/T11364. Long-term use of this

product will not cause harm to human body, please feel free to use it.

After-sales service

term of service

● This product is subject to the national new three guarantees, and the whole machine is

guaranteed for one year. The validity period of the Three Guarantees shall be calculated from the

date of issuing the invoice. The three guarantees are for family use only.

The machine invoice is regarded as the three guarantees certificate of the product.

● Joyoung users enjoy free cleaning, maintenance and testing services in the process of product

service.

Non-Three Guarantees

● Product damage caused by improper handling, use, maintenance and storage by consumers:

● The installation and maintenance of the repair points not designated by our company are suitable

for damage (including those installed or dismantled and repaired by consumers themselves);

● If there is no valid certificate of algae or purchase, and the certificate cannot be applied within

the three-guarantee period;

● Invoices are not in conformity with physical objects or altered;

● Damage caused by irresistible natural disasters;

● Exceeding the three-guarantee period;

● If the operating environment (e.g. voltage, humidity, temperature, ventilation conditions, etc.)

does not conform to the description in the product manual and is beyond the scope of Joyoung's

door-to-door service, the customer requires the door to be opened.

It is damaged.

Service outlet inquiry

● Please search for "Joyoung" in WeChat and pay attention to it. After entering, click "I" on the



lower right, and then select "Website Query" to enter the query.

● Please login to Joyoung network customer service center at http://KF.joyoung.com for inquiries.

● Please call Joyoung Sunshine Service Hotline: 400-6186-999 for inquiries.


